Wall Mounts For Plasma or LCD Televisions & Monitors

CT-PLB-14B
Wall Mount For Plasma Or LCD Television/Monitor
Specifications:
- Max. loading capacity: 165lbs
- Universal inclinable wall support for large plasma and LCD TVs
- Modern streamlined design
- Ideal for 37” to 70” screens
- 0° to 15° Adjustable tilt
- 31.5” Back Plate
- Black finish

CT-PLB-18B Black
Wall Mount For Plasma Or LCD Television/Monitor
Specifications:
- Universal wall bracket for 32”-55” screens
- Simple design
- Hardware included
- Max loading capacity: 165lbs
- Tilt downwards 15 degrees

CT-LCD-101-B
Extending Television/Monitor Wall Mount
Specifications:
- Black aluminum material
- For VESA standard 75 x 75mm and 100 x 100mm
- Max loading capacity: 15kg / 33lbs
- Aluminum material
- Swivels left and right up to 180 degrees
- Upwards and downwards up to 70 degrees
- Max extension: 365mm, Min extension: 55mm
- Ideal space saver: folds flat to the wall
- Hardware included

CT-LCD-504A-B
Ceiling Television/Monitor Mount
Specifications:
- For VESA standard 50/75/100/200/200X100mm
- Max loading capacity: 66 pounds
- Suitable for LCD from 23" to 42"
- Steel material, Black finish
- Swivels left and right up to 190 degrees
- Tilts upwards and downwards up to 20 degrees
- Mast extends 19.7” to 33.5”

CT-PLB-CE3-B
Ceiling Mount Adapter For PLB Series Mounts
Specifications:
- Universal ceiling bracket adapter for plasma/LCD mounts
- Max loading capacity: 165lbs
- Color: Black
- Rotates 360 degrees
- Mast adjusts from 34.28" - 61.47"
- Must be used in conjunction with a CT-PLB series wall mount

CT-LED-7100B
Wall Mount For Large Flat Screen TV/Monitor
Specifications:
- Fits most 60” - 100” LED, LCD flat panel TVs
- Fits mounting hole patterns up to 923 x 610mm
- Max.VESA: 600 x 900
- Low profile of 32 mm
- Max loading capacity: 220lbs
- UL approved

CT-PLB-41E-B
Ultra-thin LCD/PDP Wall Bracket Mount
- For 37-70 inch screens
- Universal mounting pattern
- Max. hole pattern: 32.45” (824mm) wide and 16.15” (410mm) high
- < 3/4” (19mm) TV to wall
- Bubble level integrated
- Color: Black
- Loading capability: 65kg/132lbs.

CT-LCD-504A-B
Extending Television/Monitor Wall Mount
Specifications:
- Black aluminum material
- For VESA standard 75 x 75mm and 100 x 100mm
- Max loading capacity: 15kg / 33lbs
- Aluminum material
- Swivels left and right up to 180 degrees
- Upwards and downwards up to 70 degrees
- Max extension: 365mm, Min extension: 55mm
- Ideal space saver: folds flat to the wall
- Hardware included

CT-LED-7100B
Wall Mount For Large Flat Screen TV/Monitor
Specifications:
- Fits most 60” - 100” LED, LCD flat panel TVs
- Fits mounting hole patterns up to 923 x 610mm
- Max.VESA: 600 x 900
- Low profile of 32 mm
- Max loading capacity: 220lbs
- UL approved

CT-PLB-41E-B
Ultra-thin LCD/PDP Wall Bracket Mount
- For 37-70 inch screens
- Universal mounting pattern
- Max. hole pattern: 32.45” (824mm) wide and 16.15” (410mm) high
- < 3/4” (19mm) TV to wall
- Bubble level integrated
- Color: Black
- Loading capability: 65kg/132lbs.
CT-PA-944B
Single Arm Cantilever LCD/PDP Wall Bracket Mount
- For 32-55 inch screens
- Universal mounting patterns
- Tilt: 10° down
- Swivel: 180°
- Max. hole pattern: 16.5" (420mm) wide and 16.15" (410mm) high
- Profile: 3.75" (95mm) - 22.65" (575mm)
- Bubble level integrated
- Color: Black
- Load capacity: 45kg/99lbs

CT-LCD-141A-B
LCD Bracket Mount For 13”-42” LCD or LED TVs
- Includes VESA Adaptor
- Tilt: 15 degree up/down, Swivel: 180 degree
- VESA: 75x75/100x100/200x100/200x200
- TV to Wall: 3.82" (97mm) - 16.42" (417mm)
- Loading Capacity: 20kg/44lbs.

CT-LCD-142A-B
LCD Bracket Mount For 13”-42” LCD or LED TVs
- Includes VESA Adaptors
- Tilt: 15 degree up/down, Swivel: 180 degree
- VESA: 75x75/100x100/200x100/200x200
- TV to Wall: 3.82" (97mm) - 10.12" (257mm)
- Loading Capacity: 20kg/44lbs.

CT-LCD-143A-B
LCD Bracket Mount For 13”-42” LCD or LED TVs
- Tilt: 15 degree up/down, Swivel: 30 degree
- VESA: 75x75/100x100/200x100/200x200
- TV to Wall: 3.82" (97mm)
- Loading Capacity: 20kg/44lbs.

CT-PA-948
Double Arm Cantilever LCD/PDP Wall Bracket Mount
- For 37-70 inch screens
- Universal mounting patterns
- Tilt: 10° down
- Swivel: 180°
- Max. hole pattern 32.25" (820mm) wide and 16.15" (410mm) high
- Profile: 3.75" (95mm) - 22.65" (575mm)
- Bubble level integrated
- Color: Black
- Load capacity: 60kg/132lbs.
Flush Mount LED TV Mounts
With Integrated Bubble Level

CT-LED-024B
LED TV Bracket Mount For 32''-55'' TVs
- Easy mounting design
- Built in bubble level
- Universal mounting patterns
- Overall mount dimensions 484x97mm/19''x3.8''
- VESA: 200x200,300x300,400x200,400x400
- Super Slim design sits just 14.5mm from wall to complement the sleek look of ultra-thin TVs
- Pull-down cords enable easy display attachment and detachment
- Click stand feature holds TV away from wall for cable installation
- Material: Steel
- Color: Black
- Loading Capacity: 50kg/110lbs
- UL Listed

The CT-LED-024B super slim wall mount is designed to emphasize the sleek look of ultra-thin flat-panel TVs by placing them just 14.5mm from the wall. Its pull-down cords enable easy display attachment and detachment. It supports most 32''-55'' flat-panel TVs up to 50kgs/110lbs. Its click stand holds TV away from wall for cable installation. VESA compatible up to 400x400.

CT-LED-026B
LED TV Bracket Mount For 37''-70'' TVs
- Easy mounting design
- Integrated bubble level assures easy installation alignment
- Universal mounting patterns
- Overall mount dimensions 684x97mm/27''x3.8''
- VESA: 200x200,300x300,400x200,400x400,600x400,600x600
- Super Slim design sits just 14.5mm from wall to complement the sleek look of ultra-thin TVs
- Pull-down cords enable easy display attachment and detachment
- Click stand feature holds TV away from wall for cable installation
- Material: Steel
- Color: Black
- Loading Capacity: 50kg/110lbs
- UL Listed

The CT-LED-026B super slim wall mount is designed to emphasize the sleek look of ultra-thin flat-panel TVs by placing them just 14.5mm from the wall. Its pull-down cords enable easy display attachment and detachment. It supports most 37''-70'' flat-panel TVs up to 50kgs/110lbs. Its click stand holds TV away from wall for cable installation. VESA compatible up to 600x400.

CT-LED-755F
LED TV Bracket Mount For 32''-55'' TVs
- Easy mounting design
- Built in bubble level
- Universal mounting patterns
- Overall mount dimensions 550x432mm/21.65''x17''
- VESA: 200x200,400x200,300x300,400x400
- Super Slim design sits just 13.0mm from wall to complement the sleek look of ultra-thin TVs
- Pull-down cords enable easy display attachment and detachment
- Material: Steel
- Color: Black
- Loading Capacity: 40kg/88lbs
- UL Listed

With an impressively low 0.51'' (13mm) mounting profile, the CT-LED-755F is a super slim mount perfectly suited for those applications where seamless integration counts most. It supports most 32''-55'' flat panel TVs up to 40kg/88lbs. The new series is part of the Ultra Low Profile Series of fixed mounts offering a sleek and slim design together with simple installation.
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